DESCRIPTION: CAPTAN BONP is a concentrated formulation of Captan giving the advantages of less spray deposit. CAPTAN BONP is a protectant fungicide for control of brown spot in rice, black spot in strawberries, bananas and ornamentals and seedling blight in maize.

MODE OF ACTION: Captan is a non-specific third excitant with protective and curative action that works by inhibiting respiration of numerous species of fungi and bacteria.

PREHARVEST INTERT: 7 days

APPLICATION METHOD: Seed treatment. The seed may be immersed with water of 0.3 to 0.5% of water under pressure in order to protect the seed for better attachment of product to the seed. Proprietary inert tiles of product may result in thoroughly mixing the hopper seed prior to planting. Seed not planted in the treatment year may be carried over to the next year with no adverse effect on the product. However, for maximum seed protection, the seed must be treated again with CAPTAN BONP prior to planting.

Foliar application: Fill the sprayer tank with clean water and start applying spray tank contents. Measure the required volume of CAPTAN BONP and add in the spray tank. Continue application spraying or spraying until the tank is completely empty – Sprayer immediately after finishing.

CAUTION: Use of the product should be carried out by trained personnel only.

RE-ENTRY PERIOD: Treated areas should not be entered before spray deposition on leaf surface has dried, unless wearing protective clothing.

HAZARDS PRECAUTIONS: Wear protective goggles and gloves when handling this chemical. Wash immediately in case of accidental splashes of the product or spray mist on skin. Avoid smoking, eating or drinking when handling this chemical. If exposed, wash thoroughly with soap and water. In case of dry material, wash with cold water. If necessary, consult a physician.

STORAGE: Store in tightly closed (or sealed) original container in a cool dry and well ventilated place, out of reach of children and unauthorized persons. Avoid direct sunlight and animal feed.

DISPOSAL: Dispose by triple rinsing and drying or perforating empty containers and dispose in accordance with the national regulations and guidelines. Do not reuse empty containers for any other purpose.

LEAKAGE AND SPILLAGE: If the liquid product is spilled, pick up with sand, silt or saw dust. Collect this contaminated material and bury in a safe place. Wash contaminated clothing thoroughly with soap and water. If burning of these materials and containers should take place.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS: Do not contaminate streams, rivers or ponds by washing chemicals in the channel. Do not contaminate channels, wells or use on aquatic animals.

FIRST AID INSTRUCTIONS: Remove to fresh air and administer artificial respiration if unconscious. Remove obstacles and give medical attention. If unconscious, administer artificial respiration and mouth to mouth. If breathing is difficult, give oxygen. If convulsions occur, give resuscitation. If allergic reaction occurs, give antihistamines. If eye contact occurs, rinse with clean water for at least 15 minutes. Seek medical advice. If swallowed, do not induce vomiting. Wash thoroughly with soap and water. Seek medical advice.

TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION: Symptoms of poisoning: dizziness, headache, vomiting and malaise.

ANTIDOTE: As per the label, TREATMENT: Treat symptomatically.

NOTICE TO USER: CAPTAN BONP is to be used only in accordance with the directions on this label. It is also important to follow the instructions on the label and subject to the buyer assuming the risk to persons or property arising from the use of handling of this product and accepts the product in that condition.

MUMBAI YA JUMLA: CAPTAN BONP is a protectant fungicide for control of brown spot in rice, black spot in strawberries, bananas and ornamentals and seedling blight in maize.

JINSI YA KUTUMIA: CAPTAN BONP is a protectant fungicide for control of brown spot in rice, black spot in strawberries, bananas and ornamentals and seedling blight in maize.

WATATWA YA KUNYUYA: Nguni ya kwa kusimambo ya kwa brown spot in rice, black spot in strawberries, bananas and ornamentals and seedling blight in maize.

WAKATWA YA KUNYUYA: Nguvu ya kwa kusimambo ya kwa brown spot in rice, black spot in strawberries, bananas and ornamentals and seedling blight in maize.
FUNGICIDE FOR THE CONTROL OF BLACK SPOT IN ROSES, BOTRYTIS IN STRAWBERRIES AND SEEDLING BLIGHT IN MAIZE.

GUARANTEE (DHAMANA) ........................................................................................................ Captan 800 g/kg
REGISTRATION NUMBER (NAMBIYA USAJILI) ........................................................................ PCPB (CF) 0210

COMMERCIAL AND AGRICULTURAL CLASS (KUNDI LA BIASHARA NA KILIMO)
READ THE LABEL BEFORE USING (SOMA KIBANDIKO KABLA YA KUTUMIA)
KEEP LOCKED UP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN (WEKA MBALI NA WATOTO)
IN CASE OF POISONING: CALL TOLL FREE NO-24 HRS
(WAKATI WA DHARURA PIGA SIMU BILA MALIPO KWA NAMBIARU - MASAA 24): 0800720021/0800730030

Manufacturer (Mtengenezaji):
Arysta LifeScience S.A.S
Route d’Artix – B. P. 80
64150 Noguères, France
TEL: (+33) 5 59 60 92 92

Distributor (Msambazaji):
Arysta LifeScience (K) Ltd.
Tulip House, 5th Floor, Mombasa Road
PC: Box 303350100 G.P.O.
Nairobi – Kenya
Tel: (+254) 773 422 174

NET CONTENT (UJAZO)
20 kg
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